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Algebra Problem of the Week Scoring Rubric for Filling Glasses
For each category, choose the level that best describes the student's work.

Novice Apprentice Practitioner Expert

Problem Solving
Interpretation shows understanding of only one

or two of the concepts involved -
see the Practitioner column

shows understanding of most but not all of the
concepts in the Practitioner column

(for example, goes through a process of
matching glasses and graphs, but
misinterprets the relationship between time
and height shown in the graphs)

does not complete all parts of the problem

understands that water is pouring into the glasses at
a constant rate

understands that the shape of each glass generates
a unique graph of water height versus time as it fills

understands how to interpret the given graphs in
terms of time versus height of water in glass, whether
seeing “height” as depth of water in bowl or distance
between water line and bottom of the stem

describes or draws an appropriate
glass shape to match the unused graph
for the Extra

Strategy has few ideas that will lead them
toward a successful solution

picks an incorrect strategy, based on their
interpretation of the problem or relies on luck
to get the right answer

(note that if they don’t understand the problem
correctly, but choose an appropriate strategy
for their misinterpretation, they should be
Practitioner, not Apprentice)

picks a sound strategy based on interpretation of the
problem—success achieved through skill, not luck

connects wide/narrow glass shape to flat/steep graph
shape

interprets steep/flat shape of graphs correctly

understands relationship between constant rate,
volume of glass, diameter of glass, and rising rate

mentions that graph B is the top half of
a right-facing parabola and ties that into
the quadratic nature of the area of a
circle

mentions that cross-sectional area and
height vary inversely for a fixed volume
and how that relates to this problem

Accuracy work contains many errors work is mostly accurate, with a few errors work is accurate, contains no errors, and uses correct
vocabulary

generally not possible - can't be more
accurate than Practitioner

Communication
Completeness has written very little that tells or

shows how they found their
answer

explains only one or two of their choices
completely

doesn't include enough information for another
student to follow their explanation

explains most of the thinking they used to solve the
problem, which might include…

how they interpreted the shapes of the graphs

how they interpreted the shapes of the glasses

how they connected the glasses and the graphs

adds in useful extensions and further
explanation of some of the ideas

explains why a narrower glass fills
more quickly than a wider glass

Clarity explanation is very difficult to read
and follow

explanation isn't entirely unclear, but would be
hard for another student to follow

explanation is long and is written entirely in
one paragraph

explanation contains many spelling and typing
errors

explains all of the steps in such a way that another
student would understand

makes an effort to check their formatting, spelling,
and typing (a few errors are fine as long as they don't
make it hard to read)

formats things exceptionally clearly

answer is very readable and appealing

adds a diagram or picture for the Extra
to make the glass shape clear

The items in the columns to the
right are considered reflective.
They could be in the solution or the
comment left after viewing the
Math Forum's answer.

checked answer in some way (in addition to
viewing the answer provided by the Math
Forum)

reflected on the reasonableness of their
answer

connected the problem to prior problems or
experiences

explained where they are stuck

summarized the process they used

commented on and explained the ease
or difficulty of the problem

revised and improved their work

Reflection

did nothing reflective did one reflective thing did two reflective things did three or more reflective things or did
an exceptional job with two of them
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